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INCREASING WEBSITE SECURITY BY IMPLEMENTIG 

RECAPTCHA SERVICE – A NEW PRACTICAL SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERING LESSON FOR IT STUDENTS 

Abstract:The main focus of this paper is a new lesson for IT students in the Higher Technical Education School 

of Professional Studies in Novi Sad, Serbia which is devoted to the implementation of the reCAPTCHA service 

to a website. The motivation for presenting IT students this topic is the fact that the activity of attacks on 

websites around the world has intensified recently. In the new lesson, students get familiar with versions of the 

reCAPTACHA service. They learn how to register to the service to obtain the needed (site and secrete) keys and 

implement them to their website afterwards. They also learn how to write backend code which enables an 
appropriate functionality of the service. In addition, they are introduced how to obtain keys to be used on 

websites which are under construction and are tested on the localhost. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Online shopping provides comfort and time flexibility to users: There is a possibility of 24/7 

shopping without leaving your sofa. Besides, users have the possibility of easy price comparisons, 
better prices, more variety of products, no crowds, etc. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of 

online shopping is the risk of fraud[1].  Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, there are an extremely 

increasing number of online consumers. This was a motivation for cyber-criminals to increase their 

actions. According to [2], the number of attacks on bank websites increased 238% in 2020.The 
frequency of cyber-attacks is rising globally,[3]-[4]. Countries report attacks even to nonprofit 

organizations such as police offices, hospitals, and even the World Health Organization, [5]. Cyber-

criminals are very innovative in their attempts to fraud people who are vulnerable due the fact that 
they are locked in their homes, [6]. Among many other negative impacts of cyber-criminal on 

business, there are: loss of reputation, loss of revenue, loss of customers and their contacts, loss of 

business contracts, inability to carry out online transactions, [7] - [9]. Therefore companies have a 
need tosecure their business websites. According to [2], there are not enough cyber security engineers 

available. This is an opportunity for IT students to choose this branch for their professional carrier.  

The focus of this paper is a new practical lesson for IT students from the Higher Technical 

Education School of Professional Studies in Novi Sad, Serbia, with the topic of implementing the 
Google reCAPTCHA service for securing websites. The motivation for the new lesson was a warning 

email from the web hosting provider to our institution about an increasing number ofremote logging 

attempts. Within the email, our institution was given an advice to implement the reCAPTCHA service 
to block unwanted login attempts, Fig. 1. The reCAPTCHA service is implemented to the institutional 

website only a few days after obtaining the aforementioned warning email from the provider, Fig. 2. 

Taking into account the overall increased cyber-criminal activity, and the warning email, the author of 
this paper realized that it is worth to make IT students familiar with the reCAPTCHA service and its 

implementation to a website. 

The subject Software engineering was found to be a suitable subject to get students familiar with 

the topic of implementing reCAPTCHA service to a website, since security is listed as a non-
functional requirement of any software (including websites), [10] - [12]. This means that any software 

engineer should have a basic knowledge about how to secure software(website in this case), at least in 

the manner that he knows to set appropriate requirements to the developers. 
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Figure 2 – reCAPTHCA implemented on login form 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short overview of facts related to the 

reCAPTCHA service. Details about the new practical lesson dealing with reCAPTCHA 

implementation are given in Section 3. 

2. THE GOOGLE  RECAPTCHA SERVICE 

In 1950, the English scientist Alan Turing created a test to figure out if a computer can think like a 

human. The test is called after him - Turing test, [13]. During time, there were a few variations of the 

Turing test. One of them is Reverse Turing Test. The goal of the reverse Turing test is that a human 
convinces a computer that it is not a computer. This method is used for theCAPTCHA 

service(Completely automated public Turing test to tell computers and humans apart).  

ReCAPTCHA is a version of CAPTCHA service created by Google for protecting web sites from 
spam and abuse.As mentioned above, the service relies on the Reverse Turing test which asks simple 

questions or tasks to be performed by the user. This helps to distinguish if the user is a human and bot, 

since a human can easily answer the question, but it can be too hard for a bot [14], [15]. On that way, 

users have an easy entry to the website, but malicious software is blocked. According to [16], more 
than 40% of all internet users are rather malicious software than human. Hence one can easily realize 

the importance of implementing reCAPTCHA service. 

The first version of CAPTCHA was created in 1997. This version of test relied on generating 
words with twisted letters. Users were to repeat the given text in an input field. ReCAPTCHA is 

actually, Google's CAPTCHA service released in 2007. It comes in three versions, [16]: 

 reCAPTCHA v1 presents the first version of reCAPTCHA service. The test relied on 

retyping a given word in the correct way. The correct word would pass the user to the 

next page. Google stopped supporting this version in March 2018.  

 reCAPTCHA v2  is currently the most used type of reCAPTCHA service. It can be 

implemented in two ways. The first one is called NoCAPTCHA reCAPTCHA 

Figure 1 – Provider warning letter  
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andconsists of an“I'm not a robot”- checkbox. The user is supposed to check it. 
Afterwards, an advanced risk analysis algorithm decides whether the user will be 

redirected to the requested page immediately, or has to answer to additional challenges 

which mainly rely on recognizing specific elements in a puzzle of pictures which 

originate from Google's huge street view library. The other type is the so called invisible 
reCAPTCHA badge and just as its name says – it assumes that the “I’m not a robot”- 

checkboxis hidden, i.e. bound to another action button (for example the login button) on 

the website. After the user clicks on the action button, the reCAPTCHA verification 

process starts.  

 reCAPTCHA v3 is the novel version of reCAPTCHA. It is very easy for the users, since 

they don't have to take any special action to get to the desired web page. The service 

relies on a JavaScript API that calculates a score based on user's previous activities on the 

web. If the score is very low (i.e. close to 0), the service requires further authentication. 

Fig. 3 shows different versions of Google reCAPTCHA. 

 

Figure 3 – Google reCAPTCHA versions, [17] 

3. THE NEW PRACTICAL LESSON ABOUT GOOGLE RECAPTCHA SERVICE  

The new lesson of the subject software engineering for IT students from theHigher Technical 
Education School of Professional Studies in Novi Sad, Serbia contains the following issues. First off 

all, the students are introduced to the reCAPTCHA service and its versions. Afterwards, they learn 

how to register to the Google reCAPTCHA website[18] and to choose the desired version of 

reCAPTCHA for their website. For the purpose of this lesson, the most common version v2 is used to 
be introduced to the students. The chosen type of v2 is the “I'm not a robot”- checkbox, Fig. 4 a. The 

students learn about the API key pair (site key and the secrete key - Fig 4. b), and how to get them 

from the service.The site key activates the reCAPTCHA service for the website, whilst the secret key 
permits communication between the application backend and the reCAPTCHA server to validate the 

user's response.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – choosing the reCATCHA version and getting the key pair 
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Then they learn how to implement the Google reCAPCTHA service using the two keys on their 
website. Fig. 5 a shows the code of an example of a comment form with the implemented 

reCAPTCHA service that is introduced to the students. The form contains a divider with the site key. 

The given code is written based on the example given in [19]. The same holds for the appropriate 

server side code containing the secrete key shown on Fig. 6. The students a provided with the 
information that Google provides a special key pair for testing purpose, [20], since they are supposed 

to test their websites on localhost.Note that when using this keys all verification requests will pass. 

The keys are given below: 

    Site key: 6LeIxAcTAAAAAJcZVRqyHh71UMIEGNQ_MXjiZKhI 

    Secret key: 6LeIxAcTAAAAAGG-vFI1TnRWxMZNFuojJ4WifJWe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<html><head> 

<meta charset="utf-8"></meta> 

<link href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/bootstrap@5.2.0-beta1/dist/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" integrity="sha384-

0evHe/X+R7YkIZDRvuzKMRqM+OrBnVFBL6DOitfPri4tjfHxaWutUpFmBp4vmVor" crossorigin="anonymous"> 

<style>.forma{background-color:beige;padding:7px;}</style> 

 <title>Google recapcha вежба</title> 

<script src='https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api.js' async defer></script></head> 

<body><h1>Google reCAPTHA на делу</h1> 

 <form class="col-md-6 m-3 forma" id="comment_form" action="form.php" method="post"> 

 <div class="mb-3"> 

<label for="exampleInputName" class="form-label">Име:</label> 

<input type="txt" name="name" class="form-control" id="exampleInputName" aria-describedby="emailHelp"  

 placeholder="Унесите ваше име" size="40" name="email">  

</div> 

<div class="mb-3"> 

<label for="exampleInputEmail1" class="form-label">Емаил адреса:</label> 

<input type="email" class="form-control" id="exampleInputEmail1" aria-describedby="emailHelp"  

 placeholder="Молимо унесите емаил адресу" size="40" name="email">  

<div id="emailHelp" class="form-text">Емаил адресе не делимо са другим компанијама.</div> 

</div> 

<div class="mb-3"> 

<label for="exampleFormControlTextarea1" class="form-label">Ваш коментар:</label> 

<textarea class="form-control" id="exampleFormControlTextarea1" rows="3" name="comment"></textarea> 

</div> 

<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary" name="submit" value="Пошаљи коментар"> 

<div class="g-recaptcha" data-sitekey="6LeIxAcTAAAAAJcZVRqyHh71UMIEGNQ_MXjiZKhI"></div> 

</form> 

<script src="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/bootstrap@5.2.0-beta1/dist/js/bootstrap.bundle.min.js" integrity="sha384-

pprn3073KE6tl6bjs2QrFaJGz5/SUsLqktiwsUTF55Jfv3qYSDhgCecCxMW52nD2" crossorigin="anonymous"></script></body></html>  

<?php  

$email;$comment;$captcha;$name; 

 if(isset($_POST['name'])){  $name=$_POST['name'];} 

        if(isset($_POST['email'])){ $email=$_POST['email'];  } 

        if(isset($_POST['comment'])){  $comment=$_POST['comment'];} 

        if(isset($_POST['g-recaptcha-response'])){  $captcha=$_POST['g-recaptcha-response'];} 

   if(!$captcha){  echo 'Заборавили сте да чекирате captcha поље.'; 

          exit; } 

        $secretKey = "66LdK0lwgAAAAAAmDykVsZHZQ06DVc5UnlBed3BO9";  

         $ip = $_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR']; 

        // post request to server 

        $url = 'https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api/siteverify?secret=' . urlencode($secretKey) .  '&response=' . 

urlencode($captcha); 

        $response = file_get_contents($url); 

        $responseKeys = json_decode($response,true); 

        // should return JSON with success as true 

       if($responseKeys["success"]) {echo $name.', Захваљујемо за кометар.<br>Ваша порука:<br>'.$comment; } 

 else {echo 'Спамеру, даље нећеш проћи! NO PASSARAN!!!!! '; }  

?> 

Figure 5 – comment form with site key 

Figure 6 – php response file containing the secrete key 
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Fig. 7 a shows the filled comment form. But since the reCAPTCHA checkbox is not checked, 
after submitting the comment, one gets the message that the reCAPTCHA checkbox should be 

checked prior to sending the comment, Fig. 8a. If we look at Fig.7 a, we realize the following text 

above the reCAPCTHA checkbox: „This reCAPTCHA is for testing purpose only. Please report the 

site admin if you are seeing them“. This message can be seen only when testing the website on a 

localhost, i.e. when one uses the aforementioned key pair intended to be used on localhost.  

After checking the „I'm not a robot“- checkbox, Fig. 7b, one gets the desired response page, Fig. 8 b.    

 

 

 

 

As already mentioned above, Google provides a special pair of keys for testing websites on 

localhost. On the other hand, there is a possibility to register the localhost as a domain in the service 

and to get the appropriate pair of keys. Butif those keys are implemented in the website code, then one 

gets an additional image challenge from reCAPTCHA service when posting the commnent,Fig. 7 c, 
but gets no pass to the desired page, even if the challenge is well done, Fig. 8 c.This is Google’s 

measure to prevent users from creating a lot of pairs of keys for testing purpose only. Students are also 

introduced to this problem. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Software engineering is a complex subject. Engineers from this field must have a wide range of 

knowledge from many areas, including securing websites.  Besides, information technologies are 

changing rapidly, so software engineers are to be up to date with new services. Practical knowledge is 
essential for software engineers. Taking into account all these facts, the topic of implementing 

reCAPTCHA service v2 is taken to be a new lesson for the subject Software engineering for IT 

students in the Higher Technical Education School of Professional Studies in Novi Sad. Following 
new technologies and introducing students to them will continue to be the mission of the author of this 

paper. 
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